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Nomenclature

F 830 S H F
Voltage Size (BTUH Cooling) Unit Type Temperature Range Design Series

F = 208-230/3/60 830 = 732,000 S = Split H = Standard Range

G = 460/3/60 840 = 732,000 L = Low Temperature

J = 380-415/3/50

K = 575/3/60

“Mammoth” is a registered trademark of Mammoth, Inc.
©Mammoth, Inc. 2013. All rights reserved throughout the world.

Illustrations cover the general appearance of Mammoth products at the time of publication and Mammoth, Inc. reserves the 
right to make changes in design and construction at anytime without notice.
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General Description and Benefits
The Mammoth V-Cube Slim Split is a high-efficiency, 
value-driven solution for floor-by-floor air conditioning in 
medium- to high-rise commercial and institutional build-
ings. It combines advanced features as standard, with 
tremendous application flexibility. Available configrations 
include: 

•	 Water-cooled cooling 

•	 DX cooling only 

•	 DX cooling with waterside economizer 

•	 Make-up air applications 

A slim design, small footprint and compact, knock-down 
construction promote the V-Cube Slim Split as a leader 
for both new building and retrofit projects.

High Efficiency
Cooling efficiency ranges up to 14.2 EER, conserving 
precious energy and reducing operating costs.Units are 
ETL listed and fully tested at AHRI conditions for capacity 
and efficiency.

Components are selected to optimize efficiency:

•	 Factory-standard, premium efficiency FANWALL fan 
motors use less electricity and last longer than stan-
dard efficiency motors. 

Figure 1: Premium Efficiency Motors

•	 The factory-standard VFD reduces blower motor 
inrush current, saving energy dollars.

Figure 2: Factory Standard VFD

Factory 
standard
VFD 

Factory 
standard 
electrical 
disconnect

•	 Advanced coil design improves thermal transfer while 
controlling cost.

Flexible Design
The V-Cube Slim Split is versatile in design, engineer-
ing and application. The 830/840 chassis can be broken 
down into subassemblies the largest of which is 34.9 
inches wide, 56 inches long and 63 inches tall. Refrigera-
tion circuits remain intact, factory warrantied and ready 
for start up once the unit is reassembled. This versatility 
provides payback every day to engineers, tenants and 
contractors. 

• Load adjustment possibilities include digital-scroll 
compressors, multiple blower options and multiple 
coil configurations 

• A factory-specified DDC controller offers standalone 
operation or optional network communication with 
common, HVAC industry-recognized building automa-
tion systems.

Figure 3: DDC Controller Keypad
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Figure 4: Flexible Design

V-Cube Slim Split units can be applied in cooling only or cooling  
only with hot gas reheat applications

Easy, Low Cost Replacement
The V-Cube Slim Split is a proven problem solver with a 
track record of fast install times, plug-and-play start up 
procedures, easy retrofit and reliable performance. Units 
ship fully assembled and ready for installation. They also 
can be shipped disassembled to speed up installation 
where access is limited.

•	 The packaged design is vertically integrated on 
a compact footprint. The V-Cube Slim Split fits in 
almost anywhere.

•	 Premium efficiency motors are perfectly tuned to the 
application via the factory standard VFD.

•	 Units can be disassembled into sections to fit through 
a standard 3-foot door.

•	 A factory-standard, non-fused, electrical disconnect 
reduces field labor and expense.

•	 Grooved water pipe connections are fast and trouble 
free.

Figure 5: Grooved Water Pipe Connections

 

Figure 6: Knock-Down Design

Knock-down design allows unit sections to fit through a standard, 
3-foot door opening. 

Quiet Operation
The V-Cube Slim Split is exceptionally quiet in operation, 
thus contributing to a quieter indoor environment.

•	 Double-wall construction and a heavy steel base help 
to minimize sound transmission. 

Figure 7: Welded Steel Base

•	 Slow-acting, energy-efficient water control valves 
reduce noise and eliminate water hammer in unit 
water piping.

•	 FANWALL TECHNOLOGY® provides sound-studio-
quiet fan operation and can help avoid the need for 
costly sound attenuation.

•	 Scroll compressors are mounted on neoprene vibra-
tion isolators to reduce sound transmission.
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Superior Comfort and Indoor Air Quality
The V-Cube Slim Split employs a variety of air filtration 
options to enhance IAQ and improve occupant comfort.

•	 Multiple filter options include MERV13, 4-inch final 
filters with 2-inch pre-filters.

•	 V-Cube Slim Split DDC controls adjust leaving air 
temperature with desirable effects on the conditioned 
space. The result is superior comfort and quality.

•	 VFD controlled fans adjust airflow gradually without 
over correction that can cause annoying pressure 
changes in the occupied space.

Easy Maintenance and Service
•	 Service access panels have finger hold lift points for 

balanced, trouble free removal and replacement. 

•	 Factory-installed four-inch or two-inch filter racks 
ease filter replacement and reduce installed first cost.

•	 FANWALL TECHNOLOGY eliminates belts, sheaves, 
pillow blocks, spring mounts and loud, formed-steel 
centrifugal fans.

•	 Dual-sloped, stainless steel drain pan resists cor-
rosion and is easily cleaned during routine mainte-
nance.

High Static Solutions That Don’t Penalize 
Operating Efficiency
These units offer the best of both worlds: industry-leading 
EER ratings and the available fan power to use MERV 13 
filters or 99% efficient HEPA filters. FANWALL TECHNOL-
OGY® makes this possible: the revolutionary air move-
ment system invented by Huntair, Inc., a CES Group 
company.

Figure 8: FANWALL Hi-Static Solutions

FANWALL TECHNOLOGY is incorporated in Mammoth water 
source heat pumps from 2 to 70 tons – providing the  the air mov-
ing power to handle high-efficiency air filtration throughout an 
entire boiler/tower or geothermal climate control system. 

FANWALL® systems use smaller, direct drive fans and 
motors enclosed in a cube to achieve the required airflow 
and static pressure of a given application. On the smaller 
scale of water source heat pumps, as few as one FAN-
WALL cube can easily overcome the added static pres-
sure required for high-efficiency filters, while at the same 
time offering extremely quiet operation, high efficiency 
and easy maintenance and service.

In addition to V-Cube Slim Split units (15 to 70 tons), 
FANWALL TECHNOLOGY is used in Mammoth B-Vin-
tage single circuit horizontal (2 to 6 tons) WSHPs and 
in M-Vintage multiple-circuit horizontal and vertical (6 to 
24 tons) WSHPs, paving the way to use high efficiency 
filtration throughout an entire geothermal or boiler/tower 
WSHP system.

Figure 9: FANWALL TECHNOLOGY

FANWALL TECHNOLOGY adds a pre-
mium feature the V-Cube Sim does 
not share with competitors. Premium 
efficiency fan motors use less electric-
ity and last longer than standard effi-
ciency motors. Dynamically balanced, 
welded aluminum fan wheels run 
smoothly to provide quiet and trouble 
free operation for years to come.
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Unit Construction and Components

Cabinet 
V-Cube Slim Split cabinet construction is both functional 
and attractive. All walls, bulkheads, corner posts and 
access panels are electro-powder coated using Enviro-
cron® polyester paint. This industrial coating is resistant 
to humidity, abrasion, corrosion and, for seacoast applica-
tions, 1000 hour salt spray tested.

Chassis design lends itself to quick and straightfor-
ward unit disassembly in the event that moving a fully 
assembled unit is challenged by building architecture. 
Assemblies are fastened together using hex head bolts 
and removable nylon nutserts. The welded steel base is 
joined using hex head bolts and nuts. 

Low-voltage electrical connections are all quick-connect, 
Molex® plugs. Refrigeration sections remain intact with 
no need for expensive and time-consuming refrigeration 
recovery, circuit evacuation and recharging.

Access panels are double-walled with flush-mounted fin-
ger lifts for quick and safe removal and replacement. All 
active components are readily accessible.

The ETL listed control panel houses all electrical and 
electronic components. Every panel is built to be identi-
cal in primary layout regardless of unit physical size and 
cooling capacity. This feature helps installers and service 
technicians become familiar with the layout of compo-
nents inside. 

Controls information is prominently displayed at eye level 
on the main electrical panel door. The password-protect-
ed BACview keypad facilitates control and guidance that 
is best in class. 

Air Filtration
The V-Cube Slim Split has a removable filter rack with 
three disposable media filter options. Filters are loaded 
from the main electrical panel side.

•	 The factory standard is two-inch, pleated, MERV 8 
filters. These filters are satisfactory for general office 
use. Where a higher standard of indoor air quality is 
desired, Mammoth offers four-inch MERV 14 filters. 

•	 A six-inch deep stack rack is available for even higher 
filtration. This rack prefilters with two-inch, MERV 8 
filters, then MERV 14 filters downstream arrest the 
smallest particles. This two-phase filtration array 
cleans more air and can extend costly four inch filter 
operating life by timely replacement of the two inch 
prefilters as they fill with airborne debris. 

Coils
V-Cube Slim Split DX, steam, hot water and chilled water 
coils are made in house under controlled conditions to 
ensure performance and longevity. All coils are pressure 
tested for leaks. When applications require special coat-
ings and unique coil performance, Mammoth coil solutions 
are available.

Refrigeration System
The V-Cube Slim Split is designed, engineered and built to 
have two refrigeration modules. Each module has two com-
pressors selected to match the building load. Digital scroll 
compressors are available for concise part-load adjustment. 
Each module has a heat exchanger paired to the compres-
sors. The DX coil is also matched to the compressors and 
heat exchanger. The refrigeration circuits remain intact even 
when extremely tight building space requires separating 
refrigeration modules for installation.

All circuits run through an interlaced face coil to maintain 
optimal output across all load conditions. The brazed 
plate heat exchangers are made of tough stainless steel, 
providing double duty as a component both resistant to 
erosion and corrosion. 

For the most demanding applications, V-Cube units 
are also available with ASME rated shell-and-tube heat 
exchangers. 

Fan Section
V-Cube Slim units incorporate FANWALL TECHNOL-
OGY® with an array of direct drive, dynamically balanced, 
airfoil-shaped, blade plug fans. Multiple, premium efficien-
cy motors are controlled by a highly efficient, standard 
equipment, VFD. 

Computer-designed air inlet cones shape and contour air 
to flow quietly and smoothly. The accelerated air rolls off 
the coplanar silencers into the attached ductwork. This 
circulatory discharge air pattern offers a distinct retrofit 
advantage in that the air outlet may be top, front or rear 
without adding height or width to the unit.
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Controls
EPiC™ DDC controls will operate the V Cube Slim Split 
as a stand-alone, fully adjustable unit or can incorporate 
BACnet®, N2®, Modbus® or Lontalk® protocols for full 
bandwidth dialogue with a building management system. 

The base controller provides ample input/output capac-
ity, plus support for an expander board if additional I/O 
capacity is required. The controller provides these key 
features:

•	 Optional BMS protocol interfaces: BACnet® (ARC-
NET, MS/TP, and PTP modes), Modbus® (RTU and 
ASCII modes supported), LonTalk® or JCI N2.

•	 1 MB of FLASH and 1 MB of battery-backed RAM 
saves all programming in the event of a power loss.

•	 The unit-mounted BACview® keypad is the interface 
to program commands, setpoints,  and operating sta-
tus. It is password protected.

•	 Programs are installed as requested to define unit oper-
ation for VAV, CAV or MUA applications.

Table 1: Control Inputs (Black Type: Standard, Blue Type: Alternate, Red Type: Optional)

Point 6126 Controller

UI #1

UI #2

UI #3

UI #4

UI #5

UI #6

UI #7

UI #8

UI #9

UI #10

UI #11

UI #12

Point 8160 Expander

DI #1

DI #2

DI #3

DI #4

DI #5

DI #6

DI #7

DI #8

UI #9 High Static Low Static (Optional) VFD in Bypass (Optional)

UI #10 Compressor Fault #1 Compressor Fault #2 Compressor Fault #3

UI #11

UI #12

UI #13

UI #14

UI #15

UI #16

Rnet Local Access Port

Description

+Pulse
BMS SAT Reset, or BMS DSP Reset (Alternate), or Humidity Sensor #2 (RA, for Special Compartive Enth) 

BMS DSP Reset, or Humidity Sensor #1 (RH Feedback or OA for Special Enth)

RTD/Therm/Dry Contact, 0-
10Vdc, 0-20mA

Spare, or IAQ (CO2, OA Measurement), or Humidity (Control Feedback)

Spare, or Filter #2 Static Pressure, or BMS DSP/SAT Reset (Alternate)

Spare, or Filter #1 Static Pressure, or Dirty Filter Switch #1 

Spare, or Building Static Pressure (Remote Return/Exhaust Fan Control)

Duct Static Pressure (VAV), or Airflow Switch (CAV)

Spare, or Cooling Coil Leaving Air Temperature (Dehumid), or Mixed Air Temperature (Monitoring )

Condenser Water Temperature (Entering)

Outside Air Temperature (AiSE Only)

Entering Air Temperature, or Return Air Temperature (AiSE)

Supply Air Temperature

Description

Dry Contact

System Switch

Emergency Shut Down (Terminals Only)

Remote Start (Terminals Only)

Economizer Lockout (Terminals Only)

Cooling Lockout (Terminals Only, Condenser Water Flow Swith, Source Water Flow Switch)

Heating Lockout (Terminals Only, Source Water Flow Switch)

Supply Fan Status (Current Switch)

Condensate Overflow, or Water Leak (CW), or  Return Fan Status

Room Air Temperature/Set-Point/Override (RS-Plus)

Therm/Dry Contact, 0-5Vdc 
(MuliPlexed DI's)

Back Up VFD Fault (Optional)

Spare, or Circuit #4 Head Pressure, or #1 Suction Pressure (Digital Scroll option w/o HGBP)

Spare, or Circuit #3 Head Pressure, or #2 Suction Pressure

Spare, or Circuit #2 Head Pressure, or #3 Suction Pressure

Spare, or Circuit #1 Head Pressure, or #4 Suction Pressure

Main VFD Fault (Optional)
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Table 2: Control Outputs (Black Type: Standard, Blue Type: Alternate, Red Type: Optional)

Point 6126 Controller

UI #1

UI #2

UI #3

UI #4

UI #5

UI #6

UI #7

UI #8

UI #9

UI #10

UI #11

UI #12

Point 8160 Expander

DI #1

DI #2

DI #3

DI #4

DI #5

DI #6

DI #7

DI #8

UI #9 High Static Low Static (Optional) VFD in Bypass (Optional)

UI #10 Compressor Fault #1 Compressor Fault #2 Compressor Fault #3

UI #11

UI #12

UI #13

UI #14

UI #15

UI #16

Rnet Local Access Port

Description

+Pulse
BMS SAT Reset, or BMS DSP Reset (Alternate), or Humidity Sensor #2 (RA, for Special Compartive Enth) 

BMS DSP Reset, or Humidity Sensor #1 (RH Feedback or OA for Special Enth)

RTD/Therm/Dry Contact, 0-
10Vdc, 0-20mA

Spare, or IAQ (CO2, OA Measurement), or Humidity (Control Feedback)

Spare, or Filter #2 Static Pressure, or BMS DSP/SAT Reset (Alternate)

Spare, or Filter #1 Static Pressure, or Dirty Filter Switch #1 

Spare, or Building Static Pressure (Remote Return/Exhaust Fan Control)

Duct Static Pressure (VAV), or Airflow Switch (CAV)

Spare, or Cooling Coil Leaving Air Temperature (Dehumid), or Mixed Air Temperature (Monitoring )

Condenser Water Temperature (Entering)

Outside Air Temperature (AiSE Only)

Entering Air Temperature, or Return Air Temperature (AiSE)

Supply Air Temperature

Description

Dry Contact

System Switch

Emergency Shut Down (Terminals Only)

Remote Start (Terminals Only)

Economizer Lockout (Terminals Only)

Cooling Lockout (Terminals Only, Condenser Water Flow Swith, Source Water Flow Switch)

Heating Lockout (Terminals Only, Source Water Flow Switch)

Supply Fan Status (Current Switch)

Condensate Overflow, or Water Leak (CW), or  Return Fan Status

Room Air Temperature/Set-Point/Override (RS-Plus)

Therm/Dry Contact, 0-5Vdc 
(MuliPlexed DI's)

Back Up VFD Fault (Optional)

Spare, or Circuit #4 Head Pressure, or #1 Suction Pressure (Digital Scroll option w/o HGBP)

Spare, or Circuit #3 Head Pressure, or #2 Suction Pressure

Spare, or Circuit #2 Head Pressure, or #3 Suction Pressure

Spare, or Circuit #1 Head Pressure, or #4 Suction Pressure

Main VFD Fault (Optional)
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Options 

Codee Option Description
Base Model

A1-E Cooling Only / CAV / MDDC 6126 w/Expander / w/Brazed Plate Heat Exchanger

A2-E Heat Pump Application / VAV / MDDC 6126 w/Expander / Brazed Plate Heat Exchanger

A3-E Cooling Only / VAV / MDDC 6126 w/Expander / Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger

A4-E Cooling Only / VAV /MDDC 6126 w/Expander / Brazed Plate Heat Exchanger

Variable Frequency Drive
B3-E VFD (dual) in lieu of Manual Bypass

Discharge Air
DE1 Discharge Air Orientation / Top, Up

DE2 Discharge Air Orientation/ Same Side as Return

Compressor
Dig C Digital Scroll Compressor Circuit Modulation from 30 to 100%

DSB Digital Scroll Sound Blanket

Filters
E1 Dirty Filter Switch

FF 4" Filter Guides w/ Filters

HF MERV 13, 4” Filter with MERV 7, 2" Prefilter

Hot Gas Reheat
HGRH E Modulating Hot Gas Re-heat / Available in Cooling Only Applications

Hot Water Pre-Heat
HW Hot Water Pre-heat Coil Only / Control Valve Furnished & Mounted By Others

Isolation Valves 
IV Isolation Valves - Manual Water Shutoff to isolate the heat exchanger for periodic maintenance

Orientation
RHE Right hand electrical box, Left hand coil connections - when viewed looking into the return air opening

EPiC Protocol
Protocol 1 BacNet MSTP 9600 or 38.4 or 76.6 Baud Rate 

Protocol 2 BacNet Ethernet 10 Base T (Additional Hardware Required) 

Protocol 3 BacNet IP (Additional Hardware Required) 

Protocol 4 ModBus / RTU or ASCII / Non-Sequential Numbers

Protocol 5 ModBus / RTU or ASCII / With Sequential Register Numbers 

Protocol 6 Johnson N2... 9600 Baud 

Protocol 7 Serial Lon Talk Communication / includes SLTA for Each Unit. 

Protocol 8 If Protocol 2 or 3 is Selected / Extra Hardware is Required / This Option Must Be Selected

Protocol 9 If Protocol 7 is Selected / Extra Hardware is Required / This Option Must Be Selected

Steam Coil
Steam Coil Steam Pre-heat Coil Only / Control Valve Furnished & Mounted By Others

Geothermal
TL Low Temperature Package / Includes Insulated Suction Lines & Water Temperature Switch

Waterside Economizer
WSE Waterside Economizer 
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Application Considerations

System Types
The V-Cube Slim Split is generally used in two types of 
applications:

•	 Cooling only 

•	 Cooling with hot gas reheat

Sound Considerations
V-Cube Slim Split is often the heart of a floor-by-floor 
system and is designed for extremely quiet operation. 
This encourages redefining unit placement and poten-
tially reduces installation cost and time. The following are 
generally accepted design guidelines intended to achieve 
optimum acoustic performance of any HVAC system. 

Equipment Room Location
It is common to locate the mechanical equipment room 
(MER) near service areas such as elevators, bathrooms 
and other electrical service rooms. Designing a core area 
that surrounds the MER with other service areas provides 
a buffer for occupied spaces. It is recommended that the 
return airside of the unit be located away from critical 
sound transmission paths.

Wall Construction
The MER wall construction often depends upon the 
design criteria and layout of the building. If the MER is 
adjacent to the occupied space, a wall with two layers of 
drywall on either side of an insulation-filled stud cavity 
is recommended. All MER walls should run from floor to 
floor and be built airtight to prevent sound transmission 
through the ceiling cavity and into occupied areas.

Ducts/Plenum
The design of the supply and return duct system can 
greatly affect the sound levels of the installation. If supply 
ducts are to be run in multiple directions, a plenum with 
turning vanes should be used to distribute airflow. The 
plenum can reduce sound power distribution into each 
individual duct, reducing associated noise. Use smooth 
transitions to avoid turbulence. As a safeguard, supply 
ducts should run over non-critical spaces whenever pos-
sible. Ducts should be covered with 2 inches of fiberglass 
insulation extending 25 feet from the plenum or unit. 
Ducts should be isolated from walls and flexible duct con-
nections should be located just inside the MER wall.

The return duct should have at least one turn in it, or 
should have a return chase in the MER wall to reduce 
sound transmission. It is also recommended that the 
return path be at least 12 feet long to attenuate the low 
frequency bands. Chase or return ducts should also 
be lined with 2 inches of fiberglass insulation to reduce 

sound transmission. Optimum duct velocity is between 
800 and 1500 fpm. Openings of the return air should be 
kept away from the corners of the equipment room.

Isolation Requirements
Since the V-Cube Slim Split unit is internally isolated, 
external isolation requirements are minimal. In most 
cases, using between six and eight rubber isolation pads 
underneath the rails is sufficient. If the unit is located 
on long, unsupported steel pans, careful evaluation of 
system dynamics is required. Normal applications do not 
require isolation of water or refrigerant lines from the unit, 
although the lines should be isolated from the MER walls 
they pass through. For seismic zones, brackets should be 
used to secure the unit to the building structure.

Condensate Trap
A condensate trap that has a depth of at least 2.5 times 
the expected negative static pressure of the unit must 
be provided for each of the two condensing coils on the 
split system. The trap may be constructed of PVC, copper 
or steel and can be run directly to a floor drain. If a floor 
drain is not available, the run must slope at least 1/8 inch 
per foot.

Figure 10: Condensate Trap

Condenser Water Piping Requirements
Minimum requirements for condenser water piping 
include a strainer and shutoff valve on the supply line. 
For balancing purposes, balancing valves can be very 
helpful, as well as pressure and temperature taps on sup-
ply and return lines. 

Water Treatment
Since cooling towers collect a great deal of contaminants 
in the condenser water, strainers are essential in prevent-
ing premature fouling of the water side heat exchanger. 
Consult a local water treatment expert to control biologi-
cal contaminants in the system. A periodic maintenance 
schedule should be established to test water samples, 
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measure the water treatment chemical residual in the cir-
culating water, check the strainer for clogging, and other 
items in the cooling tower manufacturer’s operation and 
maintenance instructions.

Freeze Protection
As a preventative measure Mammoth factory-tests each 
unit with a 40 percent glycol solution to protect any liquid 
from freezing. Freeze protection must be provided during 
the construction process to prevent any water from freez-
ing. A glycol solution must also be used for any field test-
ing in freezing conditions.

WSE Piping Schematic
Mammoth waterside economizer piping allows the water-
side economizer coils (WSE) and the heat exchangers to 
operate in parallel. Two-way valves are driven to direct 
water flow through both the WSE coils and the heat 
exchangers or just through the heat exchanger when the 
tower loop exceeds the comparative entering air-entering 
water set point (field adjustable between 46⁰ and 60⁰ F). 
This will allow either WSE only operation or WSE and 
non-WSE operation until the set point is exceeded, then 
non-WSE operation only.

Figure 11: WSE Piping Schematic

Waterside 
Economizer Coil

Waterside 
Economizer Coil

Water From 
Building

Water to
Heat Exchanger

1

2

3

WSE operation: Valves #1, #2 and #3 modulate to opti-
mize the system. Water flows through WSE then through 
the DX heat exchanger. 
DX operation: Valve #1 open. Valves #2 and #3 closed. 
Water flows only through the DX heat exchanger.
WSE and DX operation: Programmable through Mam-
moth EPiC controls only. Valve #1 closed. Valves #2 and 
#3 open. Water flows through WSE then through the DX 
heat exchanger.

Static Pressure Sensor Location and VAV 
Box Types
The static pressure sensor for the unit needs to be care-
fully placed. It should be located downstream from the 
unit in the duct, and in a place where the pressure is not 
affected by turbulence. It must also be located so that 
adequate airflow is supplied to all VAV boxes, at all build-
ing load conditions, without causing high static pressure 
trips at the units. The sensor should typically be located 
two-thirds down the longest run of ductwork.

Rigging Instructions
The unit is assembled in one piece for shipment (optional 
shipping arrangements are available). To move the unit 
into place, it can be split into multiple sections. See Fig-
ure 6 on page 5.

Unit Sizing, Computer Selection Program
The Nominal Capacity charts on page 13 show V-Cube 
Slim Split nominal performance at ISO 13256-1. You may 
select a V-Cube Slim Split to match your performance 
requirements by using the Mammoth Selection Software. 
It allows adjustment of the following:

•	 Water flow and temperature 

•	 CFM and air temperature 

•	 Blower motor horsepower

•	 Unit voltage 

•	 Changes in cabinet configuration

•	 A host of options including digital scroll compressor, 
redundant VFD, waterside economizer 

•	 Air filtration options

The Mammoth Selection Software may be downloaded to 
your PC via your Mammoth representative login ID when 
entered on our website.

Should you find the operating parameters and models in 
the Selection Software Program unable to match your cri-
teria, please contact your local Mammoth representative 
for a selection to suite your needs.   
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Nominal Capacity
V Cube Slim Split nominal performance at ISO 13256-1 is listed below. The unit may be configured to match almost 
any load and airflow requirement. Please refer to Mammoth’s WSHP selection software for accurate performance at 
the precise entering conditions of your project. 

Table 3: Model SHF – ISO 13256-1 Water Loop (Boiler/Tower Systems)

Size CFM GPM 
Cooling

Qt Qs kW EER

830 21,000 176 743,749 516,533 64,148 11.6

840 21,000 176 743,749 516,533 64,148 11.6
Notes: Cooling capacity is based on 80.6°F db, 66.2°F wb (27/19°C) entering air temperature and 85°F 
(30°C) entering water temperature. Heating capacity is based on 68°F (20°C) entering air temperature 
and 68°F (20°C) entering water temperature. GPM = Gallons Per Minute, EDB = Entering Dry Bulb (ºF), 
EWB = Entering Wet Bulb (ºF), EWT = Entering Water Temperature (ºF), Qt = Capacity Total (BTUH), Qs 
= Capacity Sensible (BTUH), EER = Energy Efficiency Ratio, COP = Coefficient of Performance

Table 4: Model SLF – ISO 13256-1 Ground Loop (Geothermal)

Size CFM GPM 
Cooling

Qt Qs kW EER
830 21,000 176 765,434 526,324 60,237 12.7

840 21,000 176 765,434 526,324 60,237 12.7
Notes: Cooling capacity is based on 80.6°F db, 66.2°F wb (27/19°C) entering air temperature and 77°F 
(25°C) entering water temperature. Heating capacity is based on 68°F (20°C) entering air temperature 
and 32°F (0°C) entering water temperature. GPM = Gallons Per Minute, EDB = Entering Dry Bulb (ºF), 
EWB = Entering Wet Bulb (ºF), EWT = Entering Water Temperature (ºF), Qt = Capacity Total (BTUH), Qs 
= Capacity Sensible (BTUH), EER = Energy Efficiency Ratio, COP = Coefficient of Performance

Application Limits
Table 5: Application Limits – Water Temperature (°F)

Standard Range Low Temperature 
Geothermal

Cooling Cooling

Minimum Water Temperature 500F 400F

Maximum Water Temperature 1000F 1100F

Table 6: Application Limits – Air Temperature (°F)

Standard Range Low Temperature 
Geothermal

Cooling Cooling

Minimum Ambient Air Temperature 500F 500F

Maximum Ambient Air Temperature 1100F 1100F

Minimum Entering Air Temperature 650F 650F

Maximum Entering Air Temperature 1000F 1000F
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Physical Data
Table 7: V-Cube Slim Split Physical Data

Unit Size 830/840 Refrigerant Charge (shell & tube or brazed plate)
Fan Wheel Diameter 16 Circuit #1 NA
Blower HP (Qty) 7.5 (4) Circuit #2 NA
Blower HP (Qty) 7.5 (4) Circuit #3 NA
Water Connection 3” Grooved Circuit #4 NA
Condensate Drain 1” MPT Section Weights
Air Filter Qty. (20”x24”x2”) 8 Main with Shell &Tube 1925 x 2
Air Filter Qty. (24”x24”x2”) 4 Main with Brazed Plate 1520 x 2
Coil Face Sq Ft 37.5 FANWALL Section 600 x 2
Coil Rows (Fins per inch) 4 (8) Electrical Panel Section 205
Scroll Compressor Quantity 4 Coil Cabinet 1550
Digital Scroll (Optional) Qty 2

Table 8: Cabinet Dimensions - Inches
Basic cabinet dimensions are provided in the table below. For complete dimensional data on any unit configuration, 
including piping locations, ask your Mammoth representative for the submittal drawing for that configuration.

Table 9: V-Cube Sliim Split Cabinet Dimensions

Unit Size
A B C D E F G

Width Depth Height Discharge Width Discharge Depth WSE Cabinet Height WSE Cabinet Depth

830/840 124.1 34.9 100.4 108.0 30.8 69.3 37.9

A

D
E

F

B
G

C

A

D
E

B

C

V-Cube Slim Split Cabinet V-Cube Slim Split WSE Cabinet
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Figure 12: Clearances - Unit With Waterside Economizer
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Figure 13: Clearances - Units Without Waterside Economizer
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Electrical Data
Table 10: V-Cube Slim Split Electrical Data

Unit 
Size Voltage

Digital 
Compressor

Standard 
Compressor

Power 
Trans-
former

Blower 
Motor 

HP

VFD 
Input 

Current
Min/Max 
Voltages

Units with Digital Lead 
Compressor

RLA LRA RLA LRA Unit FLA MCA Min. Brkr MOPD
830 460/60/3 22.7 110 22.8 110 1.1 7.5 34.5 414/506 126.6 135.2 150 175
840 208-230/60/3 61.4 295.7 59.8 295.7 2.5 7.5 80.4 187/253 325.3 345.4 400 450
840 460/60/3 26.8 173 26.3 173 1.1 7.5 34.5 414/506 141.8 150.4 175 200
840 575/60/3 22.0 132 21.5 132 0.87 7.5 29.2 518/633 117.1 124.4 150 175
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Engineering Specifications
General: Furnish and install units as indicated in the project 
specifications and as listed in the unit schedule. All units 
must be factory run tested with full water flow. All equipment 
must be safety agency listed with ETL. Units shall be tested 
in accordance with AHRI Standard 13256-1.

Unit Construction: The cabinet walls, access doors, roof 
and floor shall be constructed of 16 and 20 gauge pre-
painted panels with 18 gauge interior panels with 1-inch 
1 1/2 lb. density foil faced fiberglass as the interior core. 
All openings through the casing shall be grommeted. 
Units with cooling coils shall include dual sloped stainless 
steel drain pans. Cabinet and unit water piping shall allow 
disassembly of unit into compressor and heat exchanger 
sections, blower sections and electrical panel section 
without breaking into the refrigerant circuits. Access to 
controls, compressors and supply fans shall be through 
panels with tooled access locks and lift tabs. Motor 
access and blower wheel removal shall be from one side. 
Units shall be provided with a top side discharge open-
ing, with options for front or rear discharge. The filter box 
assembly shall be removable. Filters shall be side loaded 
from the same side as the electrical access door. Two-
inch pleated media panel filtration is standard. Options 
include 4-inch pleated filtration with a MERV 13 rating. A 
2-inch pre-filter is also available.

Fan Section: The fan section shall consist of the fans, 
motors, and discharge outlet. A Variable Frequency Drive 
(VFD) without bypass shall be located in the electrical 
panel. Airside components shall be separated from the 
compressor section to limit noise transmission from the 
compressor. Units shall include direct drive, dynamically 
balanced, airfoil shaped blade plug fans arranged in a 
fan array. Motors are premium efficiency totally enclosed 
with sealed and locked bearings and NEMA rated frame 
designed for quiet operation. Motors are designed for 
use with VFD’s and include carbon-brush shaft grounding 
assemblies to reduce bearing frosting, pitting and bear-
ing failure caused by VFD induced voltages on the motor 
shaft. 

Refrigeration System: Each unit shall have a minimum 
of two separate circuits complete with scroll compressor, 
brazed plate heat exchanger (shell-and tube optional), 
air coil, thermal expansion valve with external equal-
izer line and is serviceable and adjustable while the 
unit is in operation. Units shall be designed for use of 
R-410A refrigerant. Each circuit is equipped with low- and 
high-pressure refrigerant manual-reset safety controls, 
Schrader valves on both the high and low pressure sides 
and liquid line filter drier. A liquid line sight glass shall be 
provided with shell and tube heat exchangers only. Each 
refrigerant circuit shall be fully charged and ready for ope-
ration, requiring only connection of water and electrical 

services. Airside coils will be ½” rifled tubing with lanced 
aluminum fins and galvanized casings. Refrigerant sys-
tems shall offer an optional 5-year non-prorated warranty.

Compressors shall be scroll type with thermal overload 
protection. Optional digital scroll compressor on the 
lead refrigeration circuits shall be capable of modulation 
from 30 to 100% of its capacity. Compressors shall be 
mounted in an isolated service compartment that can be 
accessed without affecting unit operation. Compressors 
shall be isolated from unit with rubber vibration isolators.

Cooling only and water source heat pump units shall 
incorporate brazed plate heat exchangers made of stain-
less steel and copper with built in DX distributors for 
maintaining proper balanced flows. Refrigerant side is 
rated for 650 PSI. Waterside is rated for 300 PSI. The 
brazed plate heat exchanger shall be back flushed by 
others periodically for clean operation. Water side heat 
exchangers shall be circuited in a counter flow arrange-
ment to the refrigerant system in the cooling mode. 

There shall be an option for shell-and-tube condensers. 
The shell shall be fabricated from carbon steel with the 
inside tubes made of seamless copper. Shell-and-tube 
heat exchangers shall be mechanically cleanable and 
shall be provided with removable end bells with groove 
pipe (Victaulic) fittings. The optional condenser shall be 
equipped with a large, liquid sub-cooler, designed, tested 
and stamped in accordance with ANSI/ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code for a refrigerant side working pres-
sure of 600 psig. Condenser shall be provided with 625-
psig spring-loaded pressure relief valve. Refrigerant side 
is rated for 600 PSI and equipped with a pressure relief 
valve. Waterside is rated for 300 PSI. Field piping con-
nections shall be grooved pipe connections and shall be 
made to each heat exchanger at the top of the unit.

Direct expansion coils shall be constructed of rifled cop-
per tubes with lanced aluminum fins mechanically bonded 
to the tubes and galvanized steel end casings. Coils shall 
have interlaced circuitry and shall be 4 or 6 rows. Coils 
shall be factory tested with air at 450 psi under water and 
shall be rated for 250 psi working pressure.

Optional Coils:
Economizer coil Economizer coil shall have a minimum 
of four (4) rows in depth, ½-inch diameter tubing, 8 FPI. 
The coil shall be located upstream from the direct expan-
sion coil and shall be factory mounted in its own attached 
cabinet that includes a double-sloped 304 SS drain pan. 
The coil shall have factory-installed drain and vent con-
nections extended to permit draining into a watertight 
condensate pan. The coil shall be factory tested with 
air at 450 psi under water and shall be rated for 250 psi 
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working pressure. The coil shall have a single or double 
actuator valve dependant on the size of the unit. The 
coil leaving fluid side shall be factory piped to the water-
cooled condenser inlet such that the only field piping 
required shall be from the water supply main to the clear-
ly labeled water outlet and inlet pipes..

Hot water coil shall be one row in depth, ½” diameter 
tubing, 8 FPI. The coil shall be located upstream from the 
direct expansion coil and shall be factory mounted into 
the self-contained packaged water-cooled air conditioning 
unit. The coil shall have factory-installed drain and vent 
connections extended to permit draining into a watertight 
condensate pan. The coil shall be factory tested with 
air at 450 psi under water and shall be rated for 250 psi 
working pressure. Connections shall be located on each 
side of the unit. 

Steam coil shall be one row in depth, one-inch diameter 
tubing, 10 FPI. The coil shall be located upstream from 
the direct expansion coil and shall be factory mounted 
into the self-contained packaged water-cooled air condi-
tioning unit. The coil shall be factory tested with air at 450 
psi under water and shall be rated for 250 psi working 
pressure. Connections shall be located on each side of 
the unit.

Refrigerant re-heat coils shall be one row in depth, 1/2” 
diameter tubing, 8 FPI. The coil shall be located down-

stream from the direct expansion coil and shall be factory 
mounted.

Temperature Control System: The DDC controller shall 
be factory Installed. The controller shall be the I/O Flex 
6126 and be fully capable of operating in a 100% stand-
alone control mode. As an option, the controller shall be 
able to connect to a Building Automation System (BAS) 
using any of today’s four leading protocols: BACnet, 
Modbus, N2, or Lontalk. Minimum open protocol points: 
Operation mode, supply air temperature, entering air 
temperature, supply air temperature set point, duct static, 
and duct static set point. The system shall be prewired 
in such a manner that remote start-stop can be accom-
plished through the BMS System via contact closure.

Electrical: Units shall be complete with an ETL listed 
electrical control panel that includes contactors, motor 
protectors, relays, and transformers. A non-fused discon-
nect shall be located on the control panel door for con-
necting building power to the unit. All branch circuits shall 
be individually protected and shall include a low-voltage 
control circuit transformer. Motors and compressors shall 
be protected on all phases. Units shall be provided with 
optional phase and brown out protection that shuts down 
all motors in the unit if the electrical phases are more that 
10% out of balance on voltage, the voltage is more that 
10% under design voltage or on phase reversal. 
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